For runners staying in Big Sur hotels, motels, and campgrounds, there will be two race-morning shuttles running continuous loops on Highway 1 from 4:45 until 5:45 a.m. to collect runners and shuttle them to the start line. One shuttle will do a continuous loop of about two miles north of the start (to River Inn) and another a two-mile loop south of the start (to Deetjen's). Runners will wait on Highway 1 for this shuttle to take them to the start. There will be shuttles from the finish area back to Big Sur between about 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. (Note that if you are staying in Big Sur and running a non-marathon distance, you would still catch one of the Big Sur shuttles to the marathon start. Separate shuttles from the marathon start will take runners north to their start location if they are running a non-marathon race distance or legs 2, 3 or 4 of the Relay.)